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And after some time some of the citizens of lebedos having bought a net this tripod was brought up in it and as they quarrelled with the fishermen about it they went
to cos and not being able to get the matter settled there they laid it before the milesians as miletus was their metropolis and they sent ambassadors who were treated
with neglect on which account they made war on the coans and after each side had met with many revolutions of fortune an oracle directed that the tripod should be
given to the wisest and then both parties agreed that it belonged to thales and he after it had gone the circuit of all the wise men presented it to the didymaean apollo
now the assignation of the oracle was given to the coans in the following words
The war between the brave ionian race
And the proud meropes will never cease
Till the rich golden tripod which the god
Its maker cast beneath the briny waves
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